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THE SOLAR ACTIVITY, MAGNETIC STORMS
AND THEIR EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

Salakhitdinova M.K., Yusupov A.A.
Samarkand State University, Samarkand, Uzbekistan

The modern scales of investigation of the extreme geographical regions of the Earth, creation
of the new technologies, cosmic space have intensified scientific and practical importance of
problem of interaction of biological systems (numan, animals and plants) with natural and
technical factors of environment. The cosmic radiations, geomagnetic field, climate and weather
deserve special attention amongst them.

A telescope fixes a flash on the Sun. It is well-known that high energy flow will get to the
Earth after few days. It will strike a blow on its magnetic field, will cause the fluctuations and
the next magnetic storms. It can have different power: from 1 to 9 points.

The most massive problem in biomagnetic investigation is determination of bioeffective
features of geomagnetic activities. For feature of geomagnetic activities level one can use some
parameters of interplanetary space perturbations and variation of cosmic rays intensity which
have connection with interplanetary perturbations. However, at present, the mechanism of
interaction between magnetic fields and living organisms is not elaborated generally. So, there is
no criterion for determination characteristics field which indentify how dangerous it is for the
health: amplitude, frequency, wave form, duration of influence and etc.

The mechanism of magnetic storm influence on human also is not studied enough. The
scientists have advanced forth the hypothesis that resonance phenomena plays greater role here.
The known example from school physics textbook: soldiers marching in leg are passing on
bridge, falling into tact to its oscillations and bridge is falling down. So, in their opinion,
magnetic storm plays the role of soldier; the bridge is our own bioelectrical field. Their
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calm time

oscillations coincide, resound, increase, but as the result weakest systems of our organism will
go out of order.

Our observations showed that there is direct interrelation between magnetic storms and state
of human health. During the storm magnetic field of the Earth varies stronger than usually it
does. For human health such fluctuations can be considered as external stress, and organism
compensates them as a rule.
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Fig.l. The rate of heart diseases and magnetic storms: 0 - time of interaction of magnetic
storms; - I - the day before magnetic storm; +l - the day after magnetic storm; + 2 - two
days after magnetic storm

Now we will consider the situation when during the magnetic storm a person feels one more
stress, for example, visit to tax agent. The negative influence of stress on organism doubles.
Herewith even among healthy people there is one which has raised magnetic sensuality and to
50-60 such becomes approximately 40%. As to sick people magnetic storms are particularly
dangerous for human, who suffers from cardiovascular diseases and inclined to eurhythmy.
During this period the coagulation of blood is broken, the erythrocytus which are in charge of
provision to organism by oxygen will stick together. But bad oxygen supply to the heart
straightly influences on its work, threatens the breaches of warmhearted rhythm and the centers
of heart attack can appear. At the days of magnetic storm the amount of people who suffer
myocardial infarction increases 2,2 times in contrast with the calm days.

The second risk group are people who inclined to breaches of brain blood circulation. In
these days the people have changes of blood pressure and over weight must be careful,
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Fig.2. The sick rate of myocardial infarction and magnetic storms (the sum of values for all
period): 1 - sick rate in magnetic storms days; 2 - sick rate in calm days
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At the period of increased solar activity even bacteria is mutated: they become pathogenic,
increases their ability to cause the different diseases. In this work we also organized the
analysis of influences of external electromagnetic field, the magnetic field of technical facilities
and currents on human organism and some plants.

As it is well known, in surroundings the electromagnetic field natural and artificial origin are
constantly present. The main compositions of electromagnetic pollution lies in extremely low
frequency (ELF 10-300 Hz) and particularly in ultralow frequency (ULF 0-10 Hz) ranges. In
these frequency ranges electrical and magnetic compositions can be considered independently. It
is exactly determined that magnetic component rather than electrical forming of electromagnetic
surrounding fields refers to bioeffects, because the magnetic field can easily get into biological
tissues. The atmospheric electricity, constant magnetic field of the Earth and geomagnetic
variation which appear at interaction of the Earth's magnetic field with interplanetary space are
pertained to natural fields. It is known that geomagnetic variation lies below 10 Hz, i.e. ULF
range.

The value of geomagnetic field is changed on the Earth surface from 35 mkT on equator
before 65 mkT near the pole. The Solar activity and connected with it perturbations of
interplanetary space generate magnetic fields changing with time in all planetary scale. The
pulsations of geomagnetic field in the 0,001-10 Hz frequency region can be often observed on
the whole globe with amplitudes of 0,1-100 nT.

The technical devices generating electromagnetic fields, concern to artificial sources of
magnetic field also influence on biological systems. The strong technical fields of 50 Hz
frequency can be found in immediate proximity from domestic household electrical devices (the
value of magnetic induction forms 500-2000 mkT). It has been established that intensity of
magnetic fields under electric power lines with 765 kV voltages is 5 mkT, at a distance of 50 m -
1 uT.

The strongest fields of big spatial extent in density populated town and on work-places are
generated by the public rail way power supply system. The intensity of ULF magnetic fields
forms 1 uT at a distance of 100 m from rail way. The measurements show that intensity of ULF
magnetic fields in trains and underground can increase in 1000-100000 time.

The strongest biological effect observed in organism of human and animals, subjected to
influence of electric and magnetic fields are connected with nervous system directly or
indirectly. This relationship is obvious, since nervous system consists of tissues and there occur
processes, sensitive to electric signals. The engine-drivers have increased risk of heart deceases
and its can be referred to account of increased level of UL magnetic fields on their work-place.

The influence of noise and electric field on condition of slips and branches of some plants
was investigated. For experimental results acqusition the usual sources of constant electric
current (batteries, 12 V) were used.

CONCLUSIONS:
1. The mechanism of magnetic storm influence on biological system and, in particular, on

human has resonance character.
2. It is exactly determined that magnetic composition rather than electrical forming of

electromagnetic surrounding fields refers to bioeffects, because the magnetic field can easy
penetrate into biological tissues.

3. The noise leads to closing of open leaves of plants but level of noise and its intensity are not
determined. The polarity of current passing through leaves and branches have influence on
their states.
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